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The dependence of the contrast and symmetry of scanning tunneling microscope images of O/Pds111d−2
32 on the structure of the tunneling tip and on tunneling parameters is explained using first-principles density
functional theory. Experimentally, the contrast changes in different ways when a metal-terminated tip over hcp
and top sites changes its bias and tip-sample distance. These changes are also reflected in the symmetry of the
image. A detailed analysis of the tunneling contributions indicates that for the metallic tips, the Pdd orbitals are
determining the image symmetry at close range and low bias, while at larger separations and high bias the
Pdpz orbitals are the ones that control the image contrast. For oxygen-terminated tips, we predict a positive
image contrast, associated with the tip oxygen bonds, as opposed to the negative contrast images obtained with
metallic tips.
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The study of the atomic structure of surfaces and their
relation with chemical and physical properties is one of the
most active areas of research in the materials sciences.1 Un-
derstanding the nature of the adsorption sites of atoms and
molecules and their dissociation provides insight into the ba-
sic steps of generally complex catalytic processes. Scanning
tunneling microscopysSTMd plays a key role in the charac-
terization of the adsorption of molecules as it provides un-
paralleled detail of the structure of the adsorption site on
ideally clean metal surfaces or in the proximity of defects.2

Because the tunneling process involves wave functions
associated with specific electronic orbitals, it is clear that the
image contrast depends on the surface and tip electronic
structure. In this work, we analyze experimentally and theo-
retically the structure of STM images of atomic oxygen ad-
sorbed on Pds111d, which form a 232 periodic structure at
low coverage. As we shall see, proper consideration of the
tunneling parameters, including applied bias and tip-sample
distance, as well as tip composition, allows us to understand
the contributions to the image contrast of various tip and
surface orbitals, which is crucial for a correct interpretation
of STM images.

Figure 1 summarizes the results of two different experi-
ments addressing the same O/Pds111d−232 system. In
both experiments, the Pd crystal was cleaned by cycles of
ion-sputtering and annealing. In the first case, the atomic
oxygen layer was prepared by thermal dissociation of a layer
of adsorbed molecules from 60 to 160 K, which produced
patches or islands with internals232d ordering. Large, or-
dered areas of the same structure were produced in the other
set of experiments by exposure to molecular oxygen gas at
room temperature. In both cases, STM images were acquired
at low temperature. The image of Fig. 1sad was obtained with
a Pt tip and low biassV=−0.059V and I =16.9 nAd, while

the data of Fig. 1sbd correspond to an Ir tip and a larger bias
sV=−1.4V and I =0.7 nAd.

The crystallographic orientation of the surface was deter-
mined from images showing the atomic corrugation in two
consecutive terraces separated by monoatomic steps. In this
manner, the low coverage image presented in Fig. 1sad,
where both the oxygen and surrounding metal atoms are im-
aged, can be interpreted in terms of oxygen atoms adsorbed
on hollow fcc sites and producing a depression. These same
interpretation can be applied to the denser arrays shown in
Fig. 1sbd, where the oxygen atoms are responsible for the
dark areas in the image. However, apart from this basic fea-
ture, common to most of the experimental imagesscases in
which O atoms are imaged as protrusions are also observed
and will be discussed belowd, the shape of the depression
associated to the oxygen atom in both topographs is substan-
tially different: triangular in Fig. 1sad and circular in Fig.
1sbd. The differences in the contrast structure of the two im-
ages are manifested more quantitatively in the line scans
shown as insets in Fig. 1, taken along the same crystallo-
graphic direction. As can be seen, the maxima in the images
sbrighter spotsd are associated with either top or hollow hcp
positions, showing that the naive identification of protrusions
with atomic positions is not always justified. Relevant to the
present discussion is the shift of the contrast maximum from
the top site, near the center of the scan line insad at low bias,
to the hcp hollow site in the case of the high bias image
shown insbd.

This change in image contrast and symmetry calls for a
first-principles analysis that goes beyond the standard
Tersoff-Hamman approach.3 In this paper, we combine stan-
dard density functional theorysDFTd plane-wave sPWd
pseudopotential methods for the accurate determination of
the tip and sample structure and electronic properties, with a
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calculation of STM currents based on nonequilibrium
Keldysh-Green function techniques.4–6 The connection be-
tween the structural and transport calculations is done
through a fast local-orbital DFT techniquesFireball2003d,7,8

which efficiently maps the electronic Hamiltonian deter-
mined from the PW calculation, and can be naturally linked
with the transport formalism, which is expressed in terms of
localized orbitals.6 This approach incorporates the influence
of the bias and current conditions as well as a realistic de-
scription of the tips chemical natureseither Pt or Ird used in
the experiments and their possible contamination.

In our approach,5,6 the electrical current flowing through
the tip-sample system,sassumed to be described in an or-
thogonal local orbital basisd in the limit of small Tts that is
relevant to the typical tip-sample distances in the experi-
ments, is given by

I = o
i,j

I i j = o
i,j
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whereV is the bias voltage,f isvd si = t ,sd is the correspond-

ing Fermi-Dirac distribution function,T̂ts are the correspond-
ing matrix elements linking the basis orbitals in the tip and
sample, andr̂tt and r̂ss are the respective density of states

matrices for the isolated tip and samplesT̂ts=0d. I ij repre-
sents the tunneling current associated with the samplesi j d
bond; for i = j , I ii represents the current through thei orbital.
Similarly, we can writeI =opqIpq, Ipq being the current asso-
ciated with the tipspqd bond.

The relaxed structure and electronic properties of the iso-
lated tip and sample have been determined usingCASTEP,9 a
first-principles total energy DFT generalized gradient ap-
proximation pseudopotential plane-wave code.10 In the
O/Pds111d−232 relaxed geometry, the three Pd atoms
close to the O have in-plane and upwards movements of
0.05 Å, the fourth Pd atom on the unit cell moves down-
wards 0.02 Åswith respect to their positions in the clean
surfaced and the O stands 1.12 Å above the surface, in agree-
ment with previous calculations.11

The tip apex was simulated by a tetrahedral four-atom
cluster coupled to thes111d slab of the corresponding bulk
materialsPt or Ird. Tip chemical composition was simulated
with either a pure Pd tip or by replacing the apex Pd atom by
O. Details on the relaxed structures of the different tips will
be published elsewhere.12

As mentioned above and as discussed in detail in Ref. 6,
the connection between the structural and transport calcula-
tions is done through a fast local-orbital DFT technique
sFireball2003d.7,8 In Fireball, the valence wave functions for
either O or the transition metal atoms are expanded in a set
of strictly localized pseudoatomic orbitals. This offers a very
favorable accuracy/efficiency balance if the atomic-like basis
set is chosen carefullyssee Refs. 13–15d.

The hopping elementssTtsdpi have been calculated using a
dimer approximation, whereby each atom is described by
pseudoatomic orbitals with a cutoff radius larger than 10 Å,
thus reproducing the behavior of the real free-atom orbitals.
It is shown in Ref. 6 that this prescription yields accurate
tunneling currents for long tip-sample distances, which is the
case that corresponds to the present study.

In Fig. 2sad we show calculated O/Pds111d−s232d con-
stant current STM images for a tetrahedral Pt tip, a negative
bias of 60 meV, and a tip-sample current of 58 nAfgiving a
contact resistance of,106 V, in agreement with Fig. 1sad
conditionsg. The inset of Fig. 2sad shows the corrugation
along the relevant scan line. The good agreement between
our calculations and the experimental data in Fig. 1sad is
evident. The shape of the STM image, which depends criti-
cally on the relative corrugation heights of the top and hcp
positions along the scan line, is also correctly predicted. The
main result is that when the corrugation height of the top
position is higher than that of the hcp site a triangular shape

FIG. 1. sColor onlined STM images for O adsorbed on Pds111d
forming a 232 superstructure.sad Low coverage limit measured
with a Pt tip, V=−0.059 V andI =16.0 nA; the underlying metal
surface is also shown.sbd Monolayer coverage measured with an Ir
tip, V=−1.4 V, I =0.7 nA.
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is obtained, as in Fig. 2sad; when both points have the same
corrugation the shape of the oxygen depression becomes cir-
cular fSTM images calculated for a Ir tip,V=−1.0V sposi-
tived andI =158 nA, Fig. 2sbdg. Finally, when the corrugation
at the hcp site is higher than that over the top site, the trian-
gular shape reappears but inverted relative to the one of
Fig. 2sad.16

These observations allow us to analyze all the
O/Pds111d−s232d STM images characterized by a depres-
sion at the position of the O atoms and the triangular or
circular shapes around them in terms of the current profiles
along the scan line.

Figure 3sad shows different components of the tunneling
current calculated along the scan line for a constant tip-
sample distance of 6.45 Å defined as the distance between
the centers of the apex atom and the last Pds111d layer and
corresponds to the top position of the inset of Fig. 2sad. The
magnitude of the total current is basically given by the cur-
rent through PduPd orbitals. The role of the O orbitals is
basically to create a large depression in the STM current on
top of the O atoms. The bonding between the Pdpz and the
O pz orbitals yields the largest contribution to this image
depression.17 On the other hand, as mentioned above, the
shape of the image around the O is determined by the rela-
tive intensities for the top and hcp positions. Figure 3sad
shows that the currents through the O orbitals are the same
for both sites. The currents through the Pdsd−s or d−pd
bonds however, are responsible for the shape, round or trian-
gular of the O depression, indicating that the symmetry of

the STM image depends crucially on the Pdd density of
states. This finding also explains the dependence of STM
images with the tip-sample distancesnot shown experimen-
tally in this paperd: for large distances, the contribution of the
Pdd orbitals to the tunneling current decreases more rapidly
than the contribution from the more extendeds andp orbitals
and tend to make the Pdsd−s or d−pd orbital contributions
to the current negligible. This explains why the shape of the
STM image around O for large distances is a circle.

A full understanding of the STM image dependence on
the applied biasfFig. 2sbdg can be obtained by analyzing the
current componentsI ij , as shown in Fig. 3sbd. Comparing
Figs. 3sad and 3sbd, we see that the main effect of the applied
bias is to change the shape of the current profile associated
with the Pdsd−p or d−sd bonds: this component is now very
flat, yielding a total STM current with similar values at the
top and hcp sites.18 As discussed below, this behavior is in-
dependent of the tip metal atom, Pt or Ir.

Finally, we analyzed how the STM images depend on the
chemical nature of the tip. First of all, we find that different
metal atoms at the tip apex do not change the simulated
images appreciably. Indeed, we obtain nearly identical tun-
neling currents with Pd and Pt tips, as shown in Fig. 4sad.
Nonmetallic tips, specifically oxygen-terminated tips, were
constructed by replacing the Pd atom at the tip apex by an O
atom. For the metal-terminated tips, the tunneling current is
associated mainly with the apex atomfFig. 4sadg and in par-
ticular, with its pz orbital. This explains why different metal
atoms yield similar images and why tips of the same metal,
but having different geometries, may have quite different
tunneling currents due to changes in thepz density of states.
However, oxygen contamination of the tip introduces signifi-
cant qualitative changesfsee Fig. 4sbdg: oxygen atoms are
now imaged as bright protrusions located on top of the atom
simages for this case, in agreement with this result, will be
published elsewhere19d.

These changes can be easily understood in terms of theIpq
current components: while for the metal tip most of the cur-
rent is associated with the apex atom, for the oxygen-
terminated tip, the apex atom contributes a very small frac-
tion, and most of the current goes through the three metal
atoms on the layer above the oxygen, a result in agreement
with previous approximate calculations using a scattering
formalism and the extended Debye-Huckel approximation20d.

In conclusion, based on a DFT approach, we have shown

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Calculated O/Pds111d−232 STM im-
ages for sad Pt tip, V=−0.060 V and I =58 nA; sbd Ir tip, V
=−1.0 V andI =158 nA.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Differ-
ent components of the total tun-
neling current along the top-top
scan line fsee Fig. 2g for sad d
=6.45 Å,V=−0.060 V and Pt tip;
sbd d=6.45 Å, V=−1.0 V and Ir
tip.
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that the contrast and symmetry of STM images of
O/Pds111d−s232d that are found experimentally to vary
from a triangular to a circular depression,21 or even to a
protrusion when the tip is contaminated with O, can be ex-
plained by the relative contributions of short range Pdd or-
bitals and long range Pds and Pdp orbitals. The former are
accessed at short tip-surface distances and low bias voltages.

The latter are dominant at large separations and/or larger bias
voltages. This behavior could be understood with the use of
first-principles density functional calculations combined with
a Keldysh-Green function formalism. The results also show
that for a clean tip, the sample Opz orbital is mainly respon-
sible of the image depression at the oxygen position.

All these results conclusively prove that the shape and
symmetry of the imagestriangular or circulard, depend cru-
cially on the contribution to the tunneling current of the Pdd
orbitals that can be reduced or increased by changing the
tip-sample distance or the applied bias. Additionally, we have
also shown that the protrusion found on top of oxygen for an
oxygen contaminated tip is associated mainly with the tip
Pd–O bonds.
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